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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Since its last regulatory examination, a financial institution has aggressively grown by adding
profitable new products and services. The institution has not historically received regulatory
criticism regarding its anti-money laundering compliance program.
However, a recent regulatory examination cited significant deficiencies in the anti-money
laundering program that were attributed primarily to the lack of oversight by the institution's
leadership in implementing adequate controls over the new products and services.
Which area of international control should leadership first address to correct the weaknesses in
the program?
A. Anti-money laundering policy
B. Anti-money laundering compliance staff
C. Money laundering risk assessment
D. Anti-money laundering policy
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following controls define the direction and behavior required for technology to
function properly?
Answer:
Explanation:
C is incorrect. Application controls are embedded in programs. It constitutes the lowest subset
in
the control family. An activity should be filtered through the general controls, then the
pervasive controls and detailed controls, before reaching the application controls level.
Controls in the higher level category help in protecting the integrity of the applications and
their data. The management is responsible to get applications tested prior to production
through a recognized test method. The goal of this test is to provide a technical certificate that
each system meets the requirement.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company has decided to move a few applications to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) and
you have been asked to design a cloud-based disaster recovery (DR) solution. One of the
requirements is to deploy the DR resources at least 300 miles from the home OCI region and
minimize the network latency.
What will be the recommended deployment?
A. Deploy production and DR applications in two separate VCNs in different availability
domains (ADs) within your home region, and then use a VCN remote peering connection for
connectivity.
B. Deploy production and DR applications in two separate VCNs, each in different regions.
Connect them using a VCN remote peering connection.
C. Deploy production and DR applications in the same VCN. Create production subnets in one
AD, and DR subnets in another AD.
D. Deploy production and DR applications in two separate virtual cloud networks (VCNs), each
in different regions, and then use VCN local peering gateways for connectivity.
Answer: A
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